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ARE YOU RUNNING YOUR AGENCY BY THE NUMBERS?
As insurance distribution channels transform at an accelerated pace, insurance agency principals
may feel that they don’t have control over their agency. The role of the agent is increasingly
becoming that of a proactive advisor. In this world where digital is playing more of a role in
insurance distribution, agents need to focus on differentiating themselves by adding value. By
leveraging digital and analytical tools in the sales and management process, agents can provide
more value. Agents must spend more time on sales and
providing advice, and less time on servicing. Agents must be
working ON their agencies rather than IN their agencies.
While agency principals may feel like they are losing control,
they absolutely have control over certain things. Agency
owners may not be able to control the changes around them,
but to maximize the chance of running a profitably agency,
every agency principal must understand the fundamentals
of success. Many of these factors remain constant, no
matter how much digitization or change is occurring in the
distribution of insurance.
Are you running your agency by the numbers? If you can’t or don’t measure something, how
do you know if it’s working?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much time can a CSR in your office spend on an account before it becomes
unprofitable?
Is there a cut-off point, below which a producer in your office should not be paid?
How do your agency’s revenues and expenses compare to industry averages?
What is the maximum amount you can spend to increase your retention rate while
increasing your profitability?
How many new accounts need to be written, how many quotes need to be generated,
and how many calls have to be made in order to achieve a new premium goal?
How much time does it take to write an account?
How much new commission and premium do you have time to write, based on your
existing book of business?

These are critical questions successful agency owners must know the answers to.
Agency principals may not be able to control the change and digitization impacting the
distribution of insurance, but by running their agency by the numbers, they’ll know where
they’re going and how they’ll get there. Remember, if you aren’t measuring it, how do you
know if it’s working, or where you’re going…
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ACCOUNT PROFITABILITY
Most agents are focused on the revenue an account generates. If an account is labor
intensive, an agency can actually lose money on an account. This tool can be used to
determine, on average, how much time a CSR can spend on an account before it becomes
unprofitable. It can also be used to determine a cut-off point, below which a producer
should not be paid on an account.

Input total client premium
for all lines of business
Average commission rate (as a
percentage) on the entire account
Includes office supplies, telephone, postage
and travel & entertainment related to the
client. Should not exceed 10%
Insert producer new and renewal
commission rate percentages
Based on 7.65% of
the commission rate
Input desired
agency profit
Input average annual total
compensation (salary + bonus)
for one CSR
Input average annual agency
paid cost of one CSR’s benefits

Only change cells highlighted in yellow

DOWNLOAD AP TOOL
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INCOME STATEMENT COMPARISON

Only change cells highlighted in yellow

Compare your agency’s revenues and expenses to your budget and/or industry
averages. The source of industry averages should be the Growth and Performance
Standards published by The National Alliance (www.scic.com) and can be ordered at:
http://optperform.com/resources/publications.shtml or http://www.scic.com/store/
publications.html

DOWNLOAD ISC TOOL
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LIFETIME VALUE RETENTION
Start with your current retention rate and your desired retention rate. This tool will
calculate the extra months & years the average account will stay on your books. Add in
the number of accounts you have, the average commission per account and your desired
profit percentage. This will show you the increase profit per year and for the extra time
you keep the accounts. With this information, you can determine the maximum you can
invest / spend to increase your retention rate while increasing your profitability.

By department (PL or CL) input your current retention
rate and your goal
This is the average number of years a clients stays with
the agency
Extra years a client stays by increasing your retention
from current level to gaol
Input number of accounts in the department (PL or CL)
Input average commission per account for the
department (PL or CL)
Input Agency (or department) profitability goal
percentage

Only change cells highlighted in yellow

DOWNLOAD LVR TOOL
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PRODUCER GOAL SETTING
Start with a new premium goal for a producer. Add in commission rate, average account
size and some other factors. This spreadsheet will show you how many new accounts
need to be written, the number of quotes generated, and the number of calls a producer
must make to achieve the new premium goal.

Determined by management
and producer

Only change cells highlighted in yellow

Commissions generated on the typical account for
this producer. Determined by taking total producer
commissions divided by number of accounts (not policies)

Sales divided by number of
quotes

How many appointments does it take to generate
one quote? Calculation is: total quotes divided by
total appointments
How many calls does it take to generate one quote?
Calculation is: total appointments divided by total calls
made (by producer and/or telemarketer)

Number of new accounts to
be generated in one year

Hours spent by producer to
generate one new account

Determined by
management and
producer

DOWNLOAD PGS TOOL
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WRITING ONE ACCOUNT
Is there enough time in a day to get all your work done? This spreadsheet allows you to
determine how much time it takes to write an account. It also allows you to determine
how much new commission and premium you have time to write based on your existing
book of business.

Sales divided by number of
quotes
How many appointments does it take to generate one
quote? Calculation is: total quotes divided by total
appointments
How many calls does it take to generate one
appointment? Calculation is: total appointments divided
by total calls made (by producer and/or telemarketer)
Includes meeting time and travel time
Includes producer’s quote preparation and
presentation time

Estimated by management and producer

Commissions generated on the typical account for
this producer. Determined by taking total producer
commissions divided by the number of accounts (not
policies)

Only change cells highlighted in yellow

DOWNLOAD WOA TOOL
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